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Abstract—When transmitting compressed video over a data net-
work, one has to deal with how channel errors affect the decoding
process. This is particularly a problem with data loss or erasures.
In this paper we describe techniques to address this problem in
the context of Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks. Our
techniques can be extended to other types of data networks such as
wireless networks. In ATM networks channel errors or congestion
cause data to be dropped, which results in the loss of entire mac-
roblocks when MPEG video is transmitted. In order to reconstruct
the missing data, the location of these macroblocks must be known.
We describe a technique for packing ATM cells with compressed
data, whereby the location of missing macroblocks in the encoded
video stream can be found. This technique also permits the proper
decoding of correctly received macroblocks, and thus prevents the
loss of ATM cells from affecting the decoding process. The packing
strategy can also be used for wireless or other types of data net-
works. We also describe spatial and temporal techniques for the
recovery of lost macroblocks. In particular, we develop several op-
timal estimation techniques for the reconstruction of missing mac-
roblocks that contain both spatial and temporal information using
a Markov random field model. We further describe a sub-optimal
estimation technique that can be implemented in real time.

Index Terms—ATM, cell loss, cell packing, error concealment,
motion vectors, Markov random field, spatial reconstruction, tem-
poral reconstruction.

I. INTRODUCTION

WHEN transmitting compressed video over a data net-
work, one has to deal with how channel errors affect the

decoding process. This is particularly a problem with data loss
or erasures. In this paper we describe techniques to address this
problem.

It is envisioned that one of the most important network ap-
plications will involve transmitting digital video [1]. During pe-
riods of network congestion, packets may be dropped, badly de-
grading the quality of the video, as a result of the missing data.
Since retransmission is not a viable option for real-time mul-
timedia applications, error concealment algorithms need to be
developed. These algorithms estimate the missing data from the
received video in an effort to conceal the effect of channel im-
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pairements. Furthermore, these algorithms will have to be in-
tegrated into the decoder hardware, and hence must be simple
enough to be implemented in real time.

In this paper we derive error concealment techniques based on
a Markov random field (MRF) model [2]–[4]. The algorithms
are categorized as being either spatial (utilizing pixel data) or
temporal (utilizing motion vectors) in nature. The spatial tech-
niques rely on pixel data within a current damaged frame and
an MRF model of the frame to restore damaged areas of the
frame. Similarly, estimates for missing motion vectors are ob-
tained by modeling the motion field as an MRF and finding the
maximuma posteriori(MAP) estimate of each missing motion
vector given its neighboring motion vectors. We also show that
the widely used huerisitic technique based on averaging the mo-
tion vectors of neighboring macroblocks [5] is a special case of
our MAP estimate. We also describe a temporal-spatial method
for restoring damaged macroblocks based on the use of a ternary
tree for classifying the available motion vectors and the MRF
model for the corrupted frame.

The paper is organized as follows. The concealment of lost
macroblocks resulting from ATM cell loss is addressed in Sec-
tion III. The performance and comparison of our error conceal-
ment algorithms are provided in Section IV; and the conclusion
of our work is given in Section V.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Numerous schemes have been proposed in the literature to
combat the effects of data loss on encoded video. Currently the
approaches utilized for signal restoration/error concealment
are either active concealment or passive concealment. In active
concealment, error control coding techniques are used along
with retransmission. Since extra data must be transmitted, it
is sometimes necessary to reduce the source coder’s data rate
to avoid increasing network congestion. Active concealment
has the advantage of permitting perfect reconstruction at the
decoding end, if the amount of data lost is not significant, i.e.,
within the parameters of the error control coding scheme. In ad-
dition, unequal error protection can be provided by varying the
number of bits used according to the priority of the data being
protected [6], [7]. In passive concealment, the video stream
is postprocessed to reconstruct the missing data. Although
passive concealment does not result in perfect reconstruction
of the lost data, it is necessary in many applications where
error control coding cannot be used because of a high level of
overhead, a problem with compliance with video transmission
standards, or when active concealment itself fails. A general
overview with an extensive bibliography of the various error
concealment methods can be found in [8].
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Since video sequences that have been compressed according
to the current video compression standards [9]–[12] consist of
DCT coefficients and motion vectors, one approach to error
concealment over networks is to prioritize data as described in
[13]–[20]. Encoded video data are segmented into low-priority
data such as high-frequency DCT coefficients, and high-priority
data such as addresses of blocks, motion vectors, and low-fre-
quency DCT coefficients. In the event of network congestion,
packets carrying low-priority data are discarded, while those
carrying high-priority data are retained.

Alternative techniques for reducing the effect of packet loss
were proposed in [16] and [21]. In [16] the data rate of the en-
coded bitstream is decreased when the packet loss rate increases.
A similar approach for subband coded sequences is described
in [21], wherein error correcting codes are employed to correct
data lost due to packet loss. Since the use of error correcting
codes increases the data rate, the source coder is throttled such
that the ultimate data rate is equal to the data rate of the original
unprotected video sequence. If the packet loss rate is too se-
vere and the lost data cannot be retrieved by the error correcting
code, the damaged frame areas are then filled in with data from
the previous frame.

Since packet loss can result in the loss of entire rows of mac-
roblocks in an image, packetization techniques that rely on in-
terleaving data have been proposed [17], [22]–[24]. Interleaving
is performed either at the macroblock level [22], [23], or at the
Slice level [17]. This has the advantage of distributing the error
due to packet loss over the entire frame rather than localizing
it, and hence aids passive concealment techniques that rely en-
tirely on spatial data to restore the damaged regions. However,
it increases decoder complexity.

Postprocessing (passive) techniques for the sake of error
concealment utilize spatial data, or temporal data, or a hybrid
of both [5], [24], [26]–[39]. Missing macroblocks can be recon-
structed by estimating their low-frequency DCT coefficients
from the DCT coefficients of the neighboring macroblocks
[23], [29]–[31], by estimating missing edges in each block
from edges in the surrounding blocks as proposed in [33], or by
the method of projections onto convex sets [39] as described
in [34].

An alternative to using spatial data for error concealment is to
use motion compensated concealment [5] whereby the average
of the motion vectors of neighboring macroblocks is used to
perform concealment. We will show later that this is a special
case of one of our motion compensated techniques.

Currently the periodic insertion of Resynchronization
Markers (unique codes that limit the effect of data loss and es-
tablish synchronization between encoder and decoder) is being
considered for the MPEG-4 and JPEG2000 standards [40],
[41]. The resilience of MPEG-4 bitstreams is also increased by
placing coded motion vector data prior to coded DCT coeffi-
cients. These two groups of data are separated by a field known
as the Motion Boundary Marker (MBM) [40], [41]. The MBM
is utilized by the decoder to discern whether coded motion
vectors have been corrupted or not. Uncorrupted coded motion
vectors are used to reconstruct macroblocks. However, if the
motion vector data between two resynchronization markers
have been corrupted, all the data between the two markers

are discarded and the macroblocks constructed via temporal
replacement from the previous frame. The robustness of the
stream is further enhanced by using reversible variable length
codes that can be uniquely forward or backward decoded, as
well as by repeating important header information [40], [41].

III. PASSIVE ERRORCONCEALMENT

The goal of passive error concealment is to estimate missing
data. In the case of MPEG video, the objective is to estimate
missing macroblocks and motion vectors. The underlying idea
is that there is still enough redundancy in the sequence to be ex-
ploited by the concealment technique. In particular, in I-frames
it is possible to have a lost macroblock surrounded by intact
macroblocks that are used to interpolate the missing data. This is
a result of the fact that macroblocks in I-frames can span across
two packets. It also arises when the macroblocks in I-frames are
interleaved prior to packing them into packets. In P- and B-pic-
tures, it is possible to have entire rows of macroblocks missing.
In this case, spatial interpolation will not yield acceptable re-
constructions. However, the motion vectors of the surrounding
regions can be used to estimate the lost vectors, and the dam-
aged region reconstructed via motion compensated interpola-
tion [26], [27].

Let be an decompressed frame from an MPEG
sequence, and let be the received version at the output of the
channel. Due to channel errors, it is conceivable thatmay
have missing data. Each transmitted picture consists ofmac-
roblocks that have pixels. Let be the lexicographic
ordering of the pixels in theth macroblock in . The vector
is then defined to be the concatenation of , that
is, . The vector is similarly defined
for . If the th macroblock is missing due to packet loss then

, where is an matrix that con-
sists of the identity matrix excluding the rows from row
to row . If of the macroblocks are missing
due to packet loss, then will be an
matrix. The goal of passive error concealment is to estimate
given the received data. A description of how this is done will
be given in the following sections.

In Sections III-A–C, we use spatial restoration techniques to
estimate missing pixel values from neighboring intact pixels. In
particular, the original image is modeled as a Markov random
field, (Section III-A), and the MAP estimate of the original
image given the received image is then obtained (as described
in Section III-A1). Since MAP estimation is computationally in-
tensive, an approximation that can be implemented in real time
[42] is shown in Section III-B. In addition, macroblock restora-
tion based on estimating macroblock boundary pixels is pre-
sented in Section III-C.

We also consider the use of motion compensated concealment
based on estimating missing motion vectors in Section III-D. In
Section III-D1, missing motion vectors are estimated from the
motion vectors belonging to surrounding intact macroblocks,
while in Section III-D2, a missing motion vector is estimated
based on motion vector data as well as pixel values.
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A. Statistical Spatial Approach: MAP Estimation

Statistical techniques have been successfully used in image
processing for edge reconstruction [4], [43]–[46]. The original
image is modeled as a Markov random field (MRF) [2]–[4], and
edges are reconstructed by maximuma posteriori(MAP) tech-
niques. This is the approach adopted here. Each original frame

and its received version are modeled as discrete parameter
random fields where each pixel is a continuous random vari-
able. Assuming a prior distribution for, a maximuma pos-
teriori (MAP) estimate is obtained given the received data.
Denoting the estimate ofby ,
where is the log-likelihood function. In other words,

, where is the conditional prob-
ability density function of given . It is shown in Appendix I
that

(1)

Since is modeled as a Markov Random Field (MRF), the
probability density function of is given by [2], [4], [47],

(2)

where is a normalizing constant known as thepartition func-
tion, a function of a local group of points known as
cliques, and the set of all cliques [4]. Using (1) and (2), the
MAP estimate of is then

In the following we will indicate our choice of the potential
functions [4], and describe the process by which we obtain the
MAP estimate.

1) The MAP Estimate:The proper choice of is crucial in
the reconstruction of the macroblocks. In this case, the potential
functions are chosen such that

(3)

where
, and

are used to approximate the first-order
derivatives at pixel . is a cost function, a scaling
factor, weighting coefficients, and the set of cliques [4]
is

.
Several cost functions have been proposed [43], [45]. A

convex results in the minimization of a convex functional.
The cost function used here is the one introduced by Huber for
obtaining robust -estimates of location [48]. Its advantage is
that it is convex, does not heavily penalize edges, and is simpler
to implement than most of the convex cost functions used in
the literature [45]. It is defined to be

Hence,

Letting

we have

(4)

The solution to (4) above can be obtained by means of the
iterative conditional modes (ICM) algorithm [49]. In particular
if the th element of , denoted by , corresponds to a lost pixel
value, and denotes the neighborhood of then

(5)

Using (3) and (5), the MAP estimate of pixel , given its
neighbors, is

(6)

Let denote the neighborhood of theth macroblock . The
MAP estimate of satisfies . If we
let denote the set of indices of the pixels belonging to, then
it can be similarly shown that

(7)

The solution to (7) can be obtained iteratively. This, however,
is computationally intensive. Next we describe how we speed
up the process of finding a solution by using median filtering
techniques to obtain a suboptimal MAP estimate.

B. Median Filtering: A Suboptimal Approach

The choice of and is crucial to the reconstruction of edges.
The smaller the product , the less the edges are penalized.
Since is continuous, convex, and has continuous first par-
tial derivatives, then by successively iterating with respect to
each pixel, a global minimum is attained.1 Using (6) we obtain

1There is, however, more than one global minimum.
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where

(8)

Each pixel in the interior has eight neighbors. Let, , ,
, , , , be the eight neighbors arranged in ascending

order, and rename the associated weights , ,
, , as , , , , , , , .

Defining

and or

and

and or

and

and

then

(9)

Since, we are iterating for , we need to solve

(10)

When solving (10), three cases need to be considered.
Case 1: .
This occurs when , and the optimum

value of satisfies the constraint: . Hence,
. Using (10) and (8)

(11)

Case 2: for some .
We show in Appendix II, that the optimum estimate sat-

isfies

where and satisfy
We fix and choose to be arbitrarily small and positive.

Then according to Case 2A in Appendix II, if equal weights
are used, one

possible choice for the optimum value will be the median
of its neighbors, unless there are at least two neighboring pixels
that are equal in value. Under such conditions, the common
pixel value is used. Although this is a suboptimal strategy, the
resulting reconstruction technique is faster than searching for

the optimum value. The estimate of each missing pixel value
is now obtained by finding the median of 8 values instead of
performing line search techniques.

C. Estimation of Boundary Pixels

The above-mentioned techniques coupled with macroblock
or Slice [9] interleaving are particularly useful in the restoration
of intracoded macroblocks that belong to a frame that serves as
the anchor frame for a new scene within the same sequence.

An alternative approach that is useful for reconstructing intra-
coded macroblocks when the current damaged frame and the
previous reference frame belong to the same scene is next de-
scribed. The underlying idea is to try to find a macroblock sized
region in the previous frame, , that will maximize the MAP
estimate of the boundary pixels of the missing macroblock given
its neighbors.

Formally, suppose again that theth macroblock is
missing. Let denote its neighboring macroblocks and
let denote the coordinates of the upper left corner
of . Establish a search range of
pixels in the previous frame centered at , that is,

integers .
Let denote a macroblock sized region in, that is, ,
and let denote the boundary pixels of, then

Using the potential functions described above, this can be
written as

(12)

This technique is particularly useful for restoring I-frames that
have been heavily damaged due to network packet loss.

In the following, we describe how we achieve motion com-
pensated restoration by first estimating the missing motion vec-
tors and then utilizing the estimates of the missing motion vec-
tors to reconstruct the missing macroblocks.

D. Motion Compensated: Motion Vector Estimation

Most frames in an MPEG sequence are predicted frames that
have motion vectors associated with their macroblocks. Let
be the motion vector associated with theth macroblock in the
current frame. In lossless transmission, , the th macroblock
in the current frame, is reconstructed by the decoder as

. Here is the macroblock in the reference frame

that closely matches is the error arising from having
replaced by , and indicates the spatial coordinates
of the th macroblock. In lossy transmission, it is not possible
to recover . The goal is to obtain an estimate for that will
point to .

One approach to reconstructing a lost macroblock would be
to estimate its associated missing motion vector by averaging
the motion vectors of surrounding macroblocks [5], [14]. This
motion vector estimate is then used to fill in the missing mac-
roblock.
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In the following we present alternative means of estimating
the missing motion vector based on the use of Markov Random
Field (MRF) models. In particular, in Section III-D1 we obtain
the MAP estimate of the missing motion vector given its neigh-
bors. We also describe an alternative technique for estimating
missing motion vectors that incorporates spatial as well as tem-
poral data in Section III-D2.

1) MAP Estimation of Motion Vectors:Utilizing the same
MRF model described above to model each component of the
motion field, we can obtain an MAP estimate of the missing
motion vector given its neighboring motion vectors. In addi-
tion, using the results of Section III-B, we immediately infer
that the median of the motion vectors of the surrounding mac-
roblocks yields a suboptimal estimate of the missing motion
vector. These estimates are then utilized to perform motion com-
pensated restoration of the missing macroblock.

It is also evident from (11) that when (larger
than the image dimensions suffices), for ,
and s are motion vectors, the MAP estimate of the motion
vector is the average of all surrounding motion vectors, as pro-
posed in [5]. Thus, the median and average of the surrounding
motion vectors are special cases of the MAP estimate.

2) Temporal-Spatial Approach:The above-described tech-
niques for estimating missing motion vectors rely solely on
temporal data (neighboring motion vectors). An alternative
approach that uses both temporal and spatial data is described
next. The use of both temporal and spatial data yields estimates
for missing motion vectors that are more reliable, as will be
presented in Section IV.

The alternative approach is based on using a ternary tree to
classify the motion vectors neighboring the missing motion
vector, and the MRF models of the image and motion field.
Each neighboring motion vector is classified into one of nine
classes according to whether each of its components are posi-
tive, negative, or zero. This is shown in Fig. 1, wheredenotes
the horizontal component of a motion vector andits vertical
component. The idea is to implicitly model the discontinuity in
the motion field, and is similar to the approaches considered in
[50] and [51], wherein the discontinuities of motion fields were
modeled by means of binary MRF’s.

After classifying all the neighboring motion vectors into their
respective classes, we then determine the class or group to which
the missing motion vector belongs. This is done by assigning a
cost to each class and then choosing the class with the lowest
cost. After the class with the lowest cost has been chosen, the
motion vectors belonging to that class are modeled via the MRF
and an MAP estimate of the missing motion vector obtained. If
the MAP estimate is not unique, the motion vector that provides
the macroblock with the “best” matching boundaries, given the
neighboring macroblocks, is then chosen.

Formally, let denote the set of 9
classes. Also let , and be the top, bottom, left, and
right neighboring motion vectors of the missing motion vector

, respectively. Then, the cost incurred by assuming that
is given by

Fig. 1. Tree classification of motion vectors.

Fig. 2. Boundary pixels of prospective macroblock.

where is some constant and

otherwise

that is, is 0 when both arguments belong to the same class
of motion vectors.

Let denote the set of classes that have the same minimum
cost. It is conceivable that two or more classes will have the
same cost. In this case, we need to use spatial information to
decide between which classes of vectors to choose. However,
prior to that we need to obtain an MAP estimate ofgiven
that it belongs to the class . This is done by solving the
following for every

where is the class of vectors that maximize the above
equation.

Choosing the motion vector with the “best” matching bound-
aries is performed as follows. Letdenote the set of MAP mo-
tion vectors, that is, , then , the estimate of

, is given by
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Fig. 3. Spatial reconstruction: (a) decoded frame from thesalesmansequence, (b) same frame with missing macroblocks, (c) reconstructed using median filtering,
(d) reconstructed by using line search techniques to obtain the MAP estimates with� = 100:0;  = 1:0; bbb = 1:0 for k = 1 � � � 8, and (e) reconstructed using
bilinear interpolation.

Here consists of the pixels lying on the boundary of the

macroblock , as illustrated in Fig. 2. Using the potential
functions described above, this can be rewritten as

(13)

It is to be noted that this approach is different from that proposed
in [52] in the following sense.

1) The metric used in [52] is the norm, whereas the metric
used by the temporal-spatial approach is based on the
Huber cost function. Furthermore, in [52] only the differ-
ence between directly adjacent pixels is obtained, while in
this case the differences between neighboring pixels that
are at a 45 angle is also used.

2) When computing the metric in [52], the macroblocks
above, below, and to the left of the damaged macroblock
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Fig. 4. Reconstruction based on finding the macroblock that has “best” matching boundaries: (a) decoded frame from thesalesmansequence, (b) damaged version
due to cell loss, and (c) the reconstructed version.

are used, whereas the temporal-spatial approach uses all
available surrounding macroblocks.

3) In [52], candidate motion vectors are chosen from the
following:

a) the zero motion vector,
b) one of the neighboring motion vectors,
c) the median of the neighboring motion vectors,
d) the average of the neighboring motion vectors,
e) the motion vector of the macroblock in the previous

frame that has the same spatial location as the cur-
rent damaged macroblock.

On the other hand, the temporal-spatial approach at-
tempts to estimate the missing motion vector given the
neighboring motion vectors.

In Section IV we will compare the performance of the various
motion compensated error concealment techniques.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To test the reconstruction algorithms, thesalesman, football,
flowergarden, and hockey sequences, encoded at data rates of
0.3 Mbits/s, 1.15 Mbits/s, 1.5 Mbits/s, and 1.5 Mbits/s, respec-
tively,2 were multiplexed with MPEG1 Layer II audio streams

2The GOP’s in each sequence were 15 frames, and the frame pattern of each
GOP was IBBPBBPBBPBBPBB.

into MPEG1 System Layer Streams. For our experiments, we
assumed that the protocol for transmitting video over networks
is the ATM protocol. In ATM, information is transmitted in
fixed size packets of data called “cells.” The respective system
layer streams were then packed into ATM cells. This is done by
packing important header information such as MPEG1 system
layer or MPEG2 Program Stream pack and packet headers, and
any header data necessary for the proper decoding of the com-
pressed sequences, into high-priority cells.3 All other data, such
as motion vectors and DCT coefficients, are packed into low-
priority cells. An extra 16 bits are inserted at the start of each
cell, nine of which provide the location of the first macroblock
being packed into the cell, and the rest are used as an ATM cell
counter. The extra nine bits are also used to indicate when a mac-
roblock spans across more than one cell. In addition, for every
first macroblock being packed into a cell, the following is per-
formed.

• The address of the macroblock is coded relative to the
position of the Slice [9], [10] to which it belongs.

• Any motion vectors associated with the macroblock are
coded as is, not differentially.

3Our goal is to protect the least amount of data and yet be able to reconstruct
damaged frames unlike other approaches [13]–[16], [20]. Hence, we only pro-
tect the headers, without which proper decoding of the sequence would not be
possible.
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Fig. 5. (a) Decoded frame from theflowergardensequence, (b) frame is damaged due to 5% ATM cell loss, (c) the frame was restored by using temporal
replacement, and (d) the frame was reconstructed by finding the average of the neighboring motion vectors. The PSNR values are 26.75 dB and 27.50 dB,
respectively.

• If the macroblock is intracoded, then the DC coefficients
of its first Y block and chrominance blocks are coded rel-
ative to a value of 1024.

The above measures are performed for every first mac-
roblock being packed into an ATM cell to prevent the loss
of macroblocks in prior cells from affecting the decoding of
succeeding macroblocks. The packed System Layer Streams
were then subjected to 2% and 5% random ATM cell loss.
Fifty trials with different random number generator seeds were
conducted for each error rate.

It is to be noted that coding the address of a macroblock rel-
ative to the position of the Slice to which it belongs, absolute
coding of its motion vectors, and coding its DC coefficients rel-
ative to a value of 1024, are described in the MPEG video stan-
dards [9], [10] as the means for encoding the first macroblock
of every Slice. However, this does not mean that we start a new
Slice at the beginning of every ATM cell, as this would result in
a larger increase in the overhead than required. Rather, it means
that we only utilize the concepts for coding the first macroblock
in a Slice. The codes used were those specified by the Huffman
coding tables provided in the MPEG standards [9], [10].

To determine which macroblocks were lost due to cell loss,
the difference between the addresses of the two most recent

correctly decoded macroblocks is obtained. This difference be-
tween both addresses is taken to be the number of macroblocks
(between both macroblocks) that were lost. This can lead to,
in the case of MPEG-1 and MPEG-2, an error in determining
which macroblocks in a P- or B-frame were actually lost or dam-
aged. This is a consequence of the fact that in MPEG video,
predicted macroblocks that have zero motion vectors and neg-
ligible difference DCT coefficients are not coded but skipped.
Under lossless conditions, a macroblock address difference that
is greater than 1 is interpreted by the MPEG decoder to mean
that the intervening macroblocks are to be duplicated from the
reference frame. In particular, those macroblocks in the refer-
ence frame that have the same locations as those that are being
decoded are used. Thus, our techniques for estimating which
macroblocks are missing can misinterpret skipped macroblocks
as being lost. This may result in skipped macroblocks being
improperly constructed, particularly if all the surrounding mac-
roblocks have nonzero motion vectors.

Having assigned the missing macroblocks, reconstruction
proceeds as follows.

• If the damaged frame is an I-frame and all the neighbors
of a missing macroblock are available, then reconstruc-
tion is performed by means of one of the spatial recon-
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Fig. 6. (Continuation of previous figure.) (a) The frame was restored by finding the median of the neighboring motion vectors, (b) the frame was reconstructed
by finding the MAP estimate of the missing motion vector, and (c) the frame was restored by using the temporal-spatial approach. The PSNR values are 28.77 dB,
30.18 dB, and 30.30 dB, respectively.

struction techniques discussed above. In particular, the ap-
proach based on median filtering is used.

• If the damaged frame is an I-frame and some of the neigh-
bors of a missing macroblock are not available, then recon-
struction is performed by searching for the macroblock in
the most recent I- or P-frame that optimizes the boundary
pixels [equation (12)]. The search space used is 2121
pixels in size.

• If the damaged frame is a P- or B-frame, reconstruction
proceeds as follows.

If the missing macroblock is surrounded by intracoded
macroblocks, it is then reconstructed by the same
method used for restoring macroblocks missing from
an I-frame,
Otherwise, the missing macroblock is assumed to be
intercoded and it is reconstructed by first estimating
its associated motion vector. This is done by a number
of ways enumerated below.

1) Temporal replacement, that is, a motion vector
with zero components is used.

2) The average of the surrounding motion vectors is
obtained.

3) The median of the surrounding motion vectors is
obtained.

4) The MAP estimate of the missing motion vector
given its neighboring motion vectors is obtained.

5) The temporal-spatial approach is used to esti-
mate the missing motion vector.

The estimate of the missing motion vector is then
used to provide error concealment. This is achieved
by replacing the missing macroblock by the region in
the past I- or P-reference frame to which the estimated
motion vector is pointing. We will compare the per-
formance of all the above enumerated motion vector
estimation techniques later on.

For all of the motion compensated techniques, the parame-
ters were set to unit value. It was ob-
served that changing the values of these parameters did not sig-
nificantly impact the quality of the reconstruction.

To compare the performance of the different spatial re-
construction techniques, 25% of the macroblocks belonging
to a frame from thesalesmansequence were dropped. In
Fig. 3(a) and (b) we show the original and damaged frames
(due to missing macroblocks), from thesalesmansequence.
Reconstruction was performed spatially in Fig. 3(c) via median
filtering, in Fig. 3(d) by iteratively solving for the MAP esti-
mate of each missing pixel within the damaged macroblock,
and in Fig. 3(e) by means of bilinear interpolation [25]. The
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Fig. 7. Average reconstruction PSNR values for theflowergardensequence when 5% of the cells were dropped. (a) Zero motion vector (temporal replacement),
the average of the neighboring motion vectors, and the median of the neighboring motion vectors used. (b) The MAP estimate of the missing motion vector, the
temporal spatial approach, and the average of the neighboring motion vectors are used. (c) The MAP estimate of the missing motion vector, the temporalspatial
approach, and the median of the neighboring motion vectors are used. (d) The MAP estimate of the missing motion vector, the temporal-spatial approach, and
temporal replacement are used.

reconstruction PSNR’s were found to be 29.16 dB, 29.85 dB,
and 29.86 dB, respectively. From a PSNR point of view, the
performance of all techniques is comparable. It was observed
that the reconstructions due to the first two techniques have
sharper edges. Furthermore, our approach based on median
filtering is attractive since it can be implemented in realtime
[42], does not require a search for dominant edges, and operates

on spatial data rather than DCT coefficients which may not be
available.

In our experiments it was observed that using values forthat
are greater than 1 and provided the best MAP restora-
tion when the weights were of unit value. This
can be seen since for values will not heavily
penalize edges. The image in Fig. 3(d) was reconstructed with
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Fig. 8. Average reconstruction PSNR values for thefootball sequence when 5% of the cells were dropped. (a) Zero motion vector (temporal replacement), the
average of the neighboring motion vectors, and the median of the neighboring motion vectors used. (b) The MAP estimate of the missing motion vector, the
temporal spatial approach, and the average of the neighboring motion vectors are used. (c) The MAP estimate of the missing motion vector, the temporalspatial
approach, and the median of the neighboring motion vectors are used. (d) The MAP estimate of the missing motion vector, the temporal spatial approach,and
temporal replacement are used.

. It was also observed that using the median values of
the border pixels as initial values led to rapid convergence to the
optimal MAP estimate.

Fig. 4(a) is a decoded frame from thesalesmansequence. Due
to random cell loss, major portions of the frame were lost as
shown in Fig. 4(b). Reconstruction is performed by minimizing
(12). The search space for the motion vectors did not exceed

an area of 7 7 pixels, and hence an exhaustive search for the
motion vector was implemented. A small search region was used
in this case since there is little motion in this sequence. In the
case of sequences where a substantial amount of motion exists,
an exhaustive search may be too costly, and thus other searches
such as the logarithmic search may be implemented but at a cost
of lower fidelity. As seen, the reconstructed version in Fig. 4(c)
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Fig. 9. Average reconstruction PSNR values of all trials for thehockeysequence when 5% of the cells were dropped. (a) Zero motion vector (temporal
replacement), the average of the neighboring motion vectors, and the median of the neighboring motion vectors used. (b) The MAP estimate of the missing
motion vector, the temporal spatial approach, and the average of the neighboring motion vectors are used. (c) The MAP estimate of the missing motion vector,
the temporal spatial approach, and the median of the neighboring motion vectors are used. (d) The MAP estimate of the missing motion vector, the temporal
spatial approach, and temporal replacement are used.

closely matches the original in Fig. 4(a) with a reconstruction
PSNR value of 35.72 dB. The PSNR value was obtained via

PSNR
MSE MSE MSE

where MSE denotes the mean square error of the recon-
structed color component.

Fig. 5(a) is a frame from theflowergardensequence, and
Fig. 5(b) is the same frame with missing macroblocks from
one of the trials of that involved 5% ATM cell loss. The frame
is restored via temporal replacement, obtaining the average
of the neighboring motion vectors, finding the median of the
neighboring motion vectors, obtaining the MAP estimate of the
missing motion vector, and via the temporal-spatial approach
in Figs. 5(c), (d), and 6(a)–(c), respectively. The reconstruction
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TABLE I
AVERAGE PSNR VALUES IN DECIBELS FOR

THE DIFFERENTERRORCONCEALMENT SCHEMES FOR THEFLOWERGARDEN,
FOOTBALL, AND HOCKEYSEQUENCES AT A2% ATM CELL LOSSRATE

TABLE II
MINIMUM PSNR VALUES IN DECIBELS FOR THEDIFFERENT ERROR

CONCEALMENT SCHEMES FOR THEFLOWERGARDEN, FOOTBALL, AND HOCKEY

SEQUENCES AT A2% ATM CELL LOSSRATE

TABLE III
MAXIMUM PSNR VALUES IN DECIBELS FOR THEDIFFERENT ERROR

CONCEALMENT SCHEMES FOR THEFLOWERGARDEN, FOOTBALL, AND HOCKEY

SEQUENCES AT A2% ATM CELL LOSSRATE

PSNR values are 26.75 dB, 27.50 dB, 28.77 dB, 30.18 dB, and
30.30 dB, respectively.

As is evident, the use of an MRF field that does not penalize
the discontinuities in the motion field outperforms using the av-
erage or the median of the surrounding motion vectors. It is also
observed that using spatial information, as is done in the tem-
poral-spatial approach, results in better restoration. This can be
seen in Fig. 6(c) where it is evident that the damaged portions of
the tree trunk are almost perfectly restored. This is attributed to
the fact that the temporal-spatial approach attempts to preserve
the discontinuities in the motion field while matching the mac-
roblock boundaries. In this case, the “best” matching bound-
aries were those that preserved the discontinuity between the
tree trunk and the background. Also shown in Figs. 5(c), (d),
and 6(a)–(c) are the effect of error propagation due to inaccu-
rate restoration.

For comparison purposes, we provide the average PSNR
curves of all trials for the various error concealment schemes
when 5% of the ATM cells were lost, for theflowergarden,
football, andhockeysequences, respectively, in Figs. 7–9. We
also provide the average, minimum, and maximum PSNR
values for the different error concealment strategies at 2%
and 5% ATM cell loss rate for the same three sequences in
Tables I–VI, respectively.

In general, restoration based on using the temporal-spatial
approach was better than that attained by the other techniques

TABLE IV
AVERAGE PSNR VALUES IN DECIBELS FOR THEDIFFERENT ERROR

CONCEALMENT SCHEMES FOR THEFLOWERGARDEN, FOOTBALL, AND HOCKEY

SEQUENCES AT A5% ATM CELL LOSSRATE

TABLE V
MINIMUM PSNR VALUES IN DECIBELS FOR THEDIFFERENT ERROR

CONCEALMENT SCHEMES FOR THEFLOWERGARDEN, FOOTBALL, AND HOCKEY

SEQUENCES AT A5% ATM CELL LOSSRATE

TABLE VI
MAXIMUM PSNR VALUES IN DECIBELS FOR THEDIFFERENT ERROR

CONCEALMENT SCHEMES FOR THEFLOWERGARDEN, FOOTBALL, AND HOCKEY

SEQUENCES AT A5% ATM CELL LOSSRATE

by at least 1 dB. Furthermore, the gap in performance between
the temporal-spatial approach and the MAP estimation of the
missing motion vector widened in the case of both thefootball
andhockeysequences. This is also seen in Figs. 8 and 9, and can
be attributed to the fact that the motion field offlowergarden
was more uniform than those offootballandhockey. In the case
of the latter, the motion vectors do not point in one general di-
rection. In addition, it is possible for a macroblock to lie on the
boundary between two objects moving in opposite directions.
In such a case, the use of spatial data was needed to determine
which object the missing macroblock belonged to. It is also ob-
served that using the median of the neighboring motion vectors
results in better performance than using the average of the neigh-
boring motion vectors.

V. CONCLUSION

Due to the nature of how channel errors and congestion are
exhibited on data networks, error concealment must be used
when video is transmitted. We have presented both spatial and
temporal error concealment techniques for compressed video.
Our spatial technique based on median filtering, although sub-
optimal, can be implemented in real time. We have also shown
that using temporal-spatial data yields better reconstructions
than only using temporal data. We are currently investigating
the use of DSP’s for the deployment of error concealment
in video codecs used in ATM networks. Our methods can
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be extended to wireless networks and streaming video on
packet-switched networks, for example, the Internet.

APPENDIX I

We show here that . Let
be the event that . In general [53],

. Using Bayes’ rule, then,

But

Thus,

Let , and
Now

Rewriting as
, where

and , then
. Since

then . For a given
observed image, the third term in the preceding equation is in-
dependent of , hence the MAP estimate is obtained as

Since

then .

APPENDIX II

We show here that

where and satisfy . We assume
positive weights as well as positive values for .

Consider the following special case.
Case 2A:

In this case, the optimal estimate will lie be-
tween and . It will either be within a of
some or not. If the former is true, then

; otherwise,

where

Considering the latter, that is, ,
let For the following inter-
vals and for the variable is a straight line with
negative, zero, or positive slope.

1) :

2) for

3) :

Since is continuous, then there exists an integer
such that
, and , that is, has a

flat bottom, or and
. If does have a flat bottom, then
, otherwise .

Case 2B: for some
Suppose now that there exist and such that

and , then for

In light of Case 2A above, if , then
there exists an integer such that and

, or . Similarly, if ,
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then there exists an integer such that and
or . Otherwise, there exists an integer

such that and .
Since

where and satisfy . As ,
Case 2A above is satisfied, that is, there exists an integersuch
that when , or

when . If , then a
possible value for , would be the median of . This
is in fact the case when all the weights are equal.
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